Board Books

Baby Up Baby Down: A First Book of Opposites
by Abrams Appleseed
Birth-Toddler

I Love My Tutu, Too!
by Ross Burach
Birth-Preschool

Baby Paleontologist
by Dr. Laura Gehl, illustrated by Daniel Wiseman
Birth-Preschool

A Potato on a Bike
by Elise Gravel
Birth-Preschool

Jonny Lambert’s Construction Site
by Jonathan Lambert
Toddler-Preschool

One, Two, Three Dim Sum: A Mandarin-English Counting Book
by Rich Lo
Birth-Preschool

Play with Clay!
by Jenny Pinkerton
Toddler-Kindergarten

Hey, Baby! A Baby’s Day in Doodles
by Andrea Pippins
Birth-Toddler

Go, Grandma, Go! and Go, Grandpa, Go!
by Lynne Plourde, illustrated by Sophie Beer
Birth-Preschool

Picture Books

Window
by Marion Arbona
Kindergarten-3rd grade

I Am Every Good Thing
by Derrick Barnes
illustrated by Gordon C. James
Preschool-3rd grade

If You Come to Earth
by Sophie Blackall
Kindergarten-2nd grade

Two Little Trains
by Margaret Wise Brown
illustrated by Greg Pizzoli
Toddler-2nd grade

Rita and Ralph’s Rotten Day
by Carmen Agra Deedy
illustrated by Pete Oswald
Kindergarten-3rd grade

When Grandpa Gives You a Toolbox
by Jamie L.B. Deenihan
illustrated by Lorraine Rocha
Kindergarten-2nd grade

Magnificent Homespun Brown
by Samara Cole Doyon
illustrated by Kaylani Juanita
Preschool & up

The Three Billy Goats Buenos
by Susan Middleton Elya
illustrated by Miguel Ordóñez
Toddler-1st grade

My Best Friend
by Julie Fogliano
illustrated by Jillian Tamaki
Preschool-1st grade

Friday Night Wrestlefest
by J.F. Fox, illustrated by Micah Player
Kindergarten-2nd grade

Sun and Moon Have a Tea Party
by Yumi Heo, illustrated by Naoko Stoop
Kindergarten-2nd grade

A Whale of a Mistake
by Ioana Hobai
Kindergarten-2nd grade

continued
Like the Moon Loves the Sky
by Hena Khan, illustrated by Saffa Khan
Preschool-Kindergarten

Lift
by Minh Lê, illustrated by Dan Santat
Kindergarten-3rd grade

My Friend Earth
by Patricia MacLachlan
illustrated by Francesca Sanna
Preschool & up

Story Boat
by Kyo Maclear
illustrated by Rashin Kheiriyeh
Kindergarten-4th grade

What Will These Hands Make?
by Nikki McClure
Preschool-3rd grade

Hike
by Pete Oswald
Toddler-3rd grade

I Go Quiet
by David Ouimet
1st-6th grade

Old Rock (Is Not Boring)
by Deb Pilutti
Preschool-3rd grade

¡Vamos! Let’s Go Eat!
by Raúl the Third, colors by Elaine Bay
Kindergarten-3rd grade

Playing Possum
by Jennifer Black Reinhardt
Preschool-1st grade

Unstoppable!
by Adam Rex, illustrated by Laura Park
Preschool-3rd grade

Don’t Feed the Coos!
by Jonathan Stutzman
illustrated by Heather Fox
Preschool-1st grade

Up on Bob
by Mary Sullivan
Preschool-2nd grade

Dandelion’s Dream
by Yoko Tanaka
Preschool-1st grade

Outside In
by Deborah Underwood
illustrated by Cindy Derby
Kindergarten-3rd grade

The Blue House
by Phoebe Wahl
Kindergarten-3rd grade

Nana Akua Goes to School
by Tricia Elam Walker
illustrated by April Harrison
Kindergarten-2nd grade

The Moon Keeper
by Zosienka
Preschool-1st grade

Beginning Readers

Mister Shivers: Shadow in the Woods and Other Scary Stories
by Max Brailler
illustrated by Letizia Rubegni
2nd-4th grade

You Can Do It, Yasmin!
by Saadia Faruqi
illustrated by Hatem Aly
2nd-4th grade

A Pig, a Fox, and a Fox
by Jonathan Fenske
1st-3rd grade

Princess Truly: I Can Build It!
by Kelly Greenawalt
illustrated by Amariah Rauscher
Kindergarten-2nd grade

Ty’s Travel’s: All Aboard! and
Ty’s Travel’s: Zip, Zoom!
by Kelly Starling Lyons
illustrated by Nina Mata
Kindergarten-2nd grade

Fox Tails: The Great Bunk Bed Battle and
Fox Tails: The Biggest Roller Coaster
by Tina Kügler
Kindergarten-2nd grade

Who Ate My Book?
by Tina Kügler
Kindergarten-1st grade

All the Dear Little Animals
by Ulf Nilsson
illustrated by Eva Eriksson
translated by Julia Marshall
2nd-4th grade

Fairylight Friends: A Magic Spark
by Jessica Young
illustrated by Marie Vanderbemden
1st-3rd grade

Graphic Novels

Drew and Jot: Dueling Doodles
by Art Baltazar
3rd grade & up

Chick and Brain: Egg or Eyeball?
by Cece Bell
Preschool-3rd grade

Class Act
by Jerry Craft
4th grade & up

Twins
by Varian Johnson
illustrated by Shannon Wright
3rd grade & up
Green Lantern Legacy
by Minh Lê
illustrated by Andie Tong
3rd grade & up

Snapdragon
by Kat Leyh
4th grade & up

Primer: A Superhero Graphic Novel
by Jennifer Muro and Thomas Krajewski,
illustrated by Gretel Lusky
3rd grade & up

The Deep & Dark Blue
by Niki Smith
4th grade & up

The Big Break
by Mark Tatulli
4th grade & up

Alien Nate
by Dave Whamond
1st-5th grade

Chapter Books

Once Upon an Eid: Stories of Hope and Joy
by 15 Muslim Authors
edited by S.K. Ali and Aisha Saeed
3rd-7th grade

The Girl and the Ghost
by Hanna Alkaf
3rd-7th grade

Grasping Mysteries: Girls Who Loved Math
by Jeannine Atkins
4th-8th grade

Isaiah Dunn Is My Hero
by Kelly J. Baptist
4th-7th grade

Astrid and Apollo and the Starry Campout
by V. T. Bidania, illustrated by Dara Lashia Lee
2nd-4th grade

A High Five for Glenn Burke
by Phil Bildner
4th-7th grade

King and the Dragonflies
by Kacen Callender
3rd-6th grade

Lily to the Rescue and Lily to the Rescue: Two Little Piggies
by W. Bruce Cameron
illustrated by Jennifer L. Meyer
2nd-4th grade

How to Be a Girl in the World
by Caela Carter
4th-7th grade

The Unexplainable Disappearance of Mars Patel
by Sheela Chari
4th-7th grade

The Only Black Girls in Town
by Brandy Colbert
3rd-7th grade

The Total Eclipse of Nestor Lopez
by Adrianna Cuevas
3rd-7th grade

Eight Princesses and a Magic Mirror
by Natasha Farrant
illustrated by Lydia Corry
4th-6th grade

A Thousand Questions
by Saadia Faruqi
3rd-6th grade

Keep It Together, Keiko Carter
by Debbi Michiko Florence
5th-7th grade

All He Knew
by Helen Frost
3rd-6th grade

by Corey Ann Haydu
illustrated by Luisa Uribe
1st-3rd grade

The Lost Wonderland Diaries
by J. Scott Savage
4th-7th grade
Children’s Nonfiction

**Being Frog**
by April Pulley Sayre
Toddler-1st grade

**Children’s Biographies**

**Lizzie Demands a Seat: Elizabeth Jennings’ Fight for Streetcar Rights**
by Beth Anderson
illustrated by E.B. Lewis
Kindergarten-3rd grade

**On the Wings of Words: The Extraordinary Life of Emily Dickinson**
by Jennifer Berne
illustrated by Becca Stadtlander
3rd-5th grade

**Drawing on Walls: A Story of Keith Haring**
by Matthew Burgess
illustrated by Josh Cochran
Kindergarten-3rd grade

**Finish the Fight: The Brave and Revolutionary Women who Fought for the Right to Vote**
by Veronica Chambers and Staff of The New York Times, illustrated by Monica Ahanonu
4th-6th grade

**Shirley Chisholm is a Verb!**
by Veronica Chambers
illustrated by Rachelle Baker
Kindergarten-3rd grade

**Itzhak: A Boy Who Loved the Violin**
by Tracy Newman, illustrated by Abigail Halpin
Kindergarten-3rd grade

**Nacho’s Nachos: The Story Behind the World’s Favorite Snack**
by Sandra Nikel
illustrated by Oliver Dominguez
Kindergarten-3rd grade

**Fauja Singh Keeps Going: The True Story of the Oldest Person to Ever Run a Marathon**
by Simran Jeet Singh
illustrated by Baljinder Kaur
Kindergarten-3rd grade

Children’s Poetry

**Just Like Me**
by Vanessa Brantley-Newton
Preschool-3rd grade

**Woke**
by Mahogany L. Browne, Elizabeth Acevedo, Olivia Gatwood and Jason Reynolds,
illustrated by Theodore Taylor III
2nd grade & up

**Amphibian Acrobats**
by Leslie Bulion
illustrated by Robert Meganck
3rd-6th grade

continued
A Hatful of Dragons  
by Vikram Madan  
Kindergarten-5th grade

Cast Away: Poems of Our Time  
by Naomi Shihab Nye  
5th grade & up

Follow the Recipe: Poems About Imagination, Celebration & Cake  
by Marilyn Singer  
Illustrated by Marjorie Priceman  
Preschool-2nd grade

Children’s Traditional Stories

Under the Great Plum Tree  
by Sufiya Ahmed  
illustrated by Reza Dalvand  
Preschool-5th grade

Chia and the Fox Man  
by Barbara J. Atwater and Ethan J. Atwater  
illustrated by Mindy Dwyer  
Preschool-5th grade

Goddesses and Heroines: Women of Myth and Legend  
by Xanthe Gresham-Knight  
illustrated by Alice Pattullo  
5th grade & up

The Fabled Life of Aesop  
by Ian Lendler  
illustrated by Pamela Zagarenski  
Preschool-5th grade

Birrarung Wilam: A Story from Aboriginal Australia  
by Auntie Joy Murphy and Andrew Kelly, illustrated by Lisa Kennedy  
Preschool-5th grade

Children’s Spanish

La tortuga de la estrella  
by Cecilia Blanco  
Illustrated by Eleonora Arroyo  
3rd grade & up

Sharuko: El arqueólogo Peruano Julio C. Tello / Peruvian archaeologist Julio C. Tello  
by Monica Brow  
Illustrated by Elisa Chavarri, translated by Adriana Domínguez  
1st-6th grade

El lémur soñador  
by Courtney Dicmas  
translated by Ana Galán  
Preschool-2nd grade

Pipollito  
by María Laura Dedé  
translated by Nora Hilb  
Birth-Toddler

My Shoes and I / Mis zapatos y yo  
by René Colato Laine  
translated by Annette Granat  
Kindergarten-3rd grade

Páginas envenenadas, El ataque de los murciélagos, La bestia de las escaleras, El ataque del papiro, El ojo del cementerio and El libro sangrante  
by Michael Dahl  
illustrated by Martin Blanco, Patricia Moffett, Bradford Kendall and Fernando Molinari  
4th-6th grade

Fruta, Ensalada and Pasta  
by Paula E. Font  
illustrated by Teresa Bellón  
Birth-Toddler

Nina  
by Seta Gimeno  
Preschool & up

Call Me Tree / Llámame árbol  
by Maya Christina Gonzalez  
translated by Dana Goldberg  
Preschool-4th grade

continued
¡Corre, corre!
by Magdalena Guirao Jullien, illustrated by Isabelle Maroger, translated by Pilar Guerrero
Toddler-Kindergarten

Todos iguales: un corrido de Lemon Grove / All Equal: A Ballad of Lemon Grove
by Christy Hale
3rd-7th grade

México, Brasil, Inglaterra, Japón y Rusia
by Grace Hansen, translated by Maria Puchol
Preschool-2nd grade

El halcón y la paloma
by Paul Kor, translated by Leah Ferrús and Yaara Holtzman
Kindergarten-3rd grade

¡Los zombis no comen verduras!
by Jorge Lacera and Megan Lacera, translated by Yanitzia Canetti
Preschool-4th grade

El pan de la guerra: una novela gráfica
by Shelley Tanaka and Anita Doron (screenwriter), Deborah Ellis (book author), illustrated by Nora Twomey (film director), translated by Dario Zárate Figueiroa
5th grade & up

¡Alerta! Un monstruo en la familia
by José Ignacio Valenzuela, illustrated by Axel Rangel
3rd grade & up

Audiobooks

Once Upon an Eid: Stories of Hope and Joy by 15 Muslim Voices
edited by S.K. Ali and Aisha Saeed, audio produced by Tantor Media, Inc., narrated by Sili Scott and Neil Shah
3rd-7th grade

Letters from Cuba
by Ruth Behar, audio produced by Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group, narrated by Rebecca Soler
4th-8th grade

Strong Voices: Fifteen American Speeches Worth Knowing
introduced by Tonya Bolden, forward by Cokie Roberts, audio produced by HarperCollins, narrated by Prentice Onayemi and Lisa Renee Pitts
3rd-7th grade

Wink
by Rob Harrell, audio produced by Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group, narrated by Michael Crouch and Marc Thompson
3rd-7th grade

going down home with daddy
by Kelly Starling Lyons, audio produced by Dreamscape Media, LLC, narrated by Daxton Edwards
Preschool-2nd grade

my papi has a motorcycle
by Kevin Noble Maillard, audio produced by Dreamscape Media, LLC, narrated by Kevin Noble Maillard
Preschool-2nd grade

Black Brother, Black Brother
by Jewell Parker Rhodes, audio produced by Hachette Book Group, narrated by Barry Buckner
4th-8th grade

Twilight Hauntings: Enchanter’s Child Series, Book 1
by Angie Sage, audio produced by Katherine Tegen Books, narrated by Fiona Hardingham
4th-8th grade

continued
**Not Your All-American Girl**
by Wendy Wan-Long Shang and Madelyn Rosenberg, audio produced by Scholastic Audio, narrated by Laurine Price
3rd-7th grade

**The List of Things That Will Not Change**
by Rebecca Stead, audio produced by Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group, narrated by Rachel L. Jacobs
3rd-7th grade

**Clean Getaway**
by Nic Stone, audio produced by Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group, narrated by Dion Graham
3rd-8th grade

**Skunk and Badger**
by Amy Timberlake, audio produced by Workman Publishing, narrated by Michael Boatman
Kindergarten-3rd grade

** Feathered Serpent and the Five Suns: A Mesoamerican Creation Myth**
by Duncan Tonatiuh, audio produced by Dreamscape Media, LLC, narrated by Ana Rodriguez and Gary Tiedemann
Kindergarten-3rd grade

**Before the Ever After** by Jacqueline Woodson, audio produced by Penguin Random House Audio Publishing Group, narrated by Guy Lockard
5th-9th grade